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This document describes the NovaTech Products for NERC CIP compliance and how they address the latest requirements of NERC CIP Version 5.
NovaTech produces both enterprise products for NERC CIP compliance and in-substation OrionLX products for NERC CIP compliance. The two enterprise products are the
NovaTech Identity Manager (“NIM”) and the NovaTech Connection Manager (“NCM”). The OrionLX products are the Connection Manager Agent, Configuration Manager
Agent, Syslog, and Security Monitoring Points. The diagram below summarizes where each of these NovaTech products are located in the utility power system and how
they are interconnected:

Compliance Table
The NovaTech products for NERC CIP compliance address portions of the requirements of Version 5 of CIP-005, CIP-007, CIP-008, CIP-009, CIP-010 and CIP-011.
Compliance for each area is summarized below. More detail on User Password Management and IED (Host) Password Management is provided at the end of this
document.
Standard Req't
Language
CIP-005 R1 (1.2) All External Routable Connectivity must be through an identified Electronic Access Point (EAP).
NovaTech Response:
The OrionLX serves as the Cyber Asset interface on an Electronic Security Perimeter that allows routable communication between Cyber Assets outside an
Electronic Security Perimeter and Cyber Assets inside an Electronic Security Perimeter.
CIP-005

R1 (1.3) Require inbound and outbound access permissions, including the reason for granting access, and deny all other access by default.
NovaTech Response:
The OrionLX provides both a firewall and a list of authorized users, each with permissions related to their role, to restrict access to protected Cyber Systems. The
OrionLX uses netfilter/iptables supporting stateless and stateful packet filtering for both inbound and outbound traffic. Connection tracking is provided by
(ip_conntrack, nf_conntrack). The OrionLX firewall can be configured through a web-based GUI, or configured at the command line.

CIP-005

R1 (1.5) Have one or more methods for detecting known or suspected malicious communications for both inbound and outbound communications.
NovaTech Response:
The OrionLX monitors unsuccessful login attempts and logs the user name, media and protocol interface (e.g. keyboard access, SSH attempt, etc).
R2 (2.1) Utilize an Intermediate System such that the Cyber Asset initiating Interactive Remote Access does not directly access an applicable Cyber Asset.
NovaTech Response:
NovaTech offers two enterprise products to serve as the Intermediate System. These are the NovaTech Identity Manager (“NIM”) and the NovaTech Connection
Manager (“NCM”). All connections from connected Cyber Assets to substation Cyber Assets must go through this Intermediate System.

CIP-005

CIP-005

CIP-005

CIP-007

R2 (2.2) For all Interactive Remote Access sessions, utilize encryption that terminates at an Intermediate System.
NovaTech Response:
All communication to and from the NovaTech Intermediate System is encrypted using 128-bit techniques.
R2 (2.3) Require multi-factor authentication for all Interactive Remote Access sessions.
NovaTech Response:
The utility's existing multi-factor authentication system is used to access utility enterprise systems, including the NovaTech Intermediate System.
R1 (1.1) Where technically feasible, enable only logical network accessible ports that have been determined to be needed by the Responsible Entity, including port ranges
or services where needed to handle dynamic ports. If a device has no provision for disabling or restricting logical ports on the device then those ports that are open
are deemed needed.
NovaTech Response:
The OrionLX by default has non-secure FTP, telnet, and HTTP ports disabled. The OrionLX supports a firewall that can be used as a compensating measure to “block”
any open ports that are not used and that cannot be disabled. Using the command ngc –s will list all of the OrionLX services. The OrionLX supports the “netstat”
command from the root command line. By adding the options to the command the OrionLX will list the Listening TCP and UDP ports. This command will allow the
Responsible Entity to monitor what Ports are open and Listening on the OrionLX without having to use external port scanning software which can cause operational
issues with equipment. See example capture below:

CIP-007

R1 (1.2) Protect against the use of unnecessary physical input/output ports used for network connectivity, console commands, or removable media.
NovaTech Response:
This requirement does not apply to NovaTech Orion-based in-substation systems or to the NovaTech enterprise-based Intermediate System. It only applies to High
Impact BES Cyber Systems and Medium Impact BES Cyber Systems at Control Centers. The OrionLX does make possible the physical removal of unused Ethernet
ports and serial ports (modular cards). Unused USB ports are not removable.

CIP-007

R2 (2.1) A patch management process for tracking, evaluating, and installing cyber security patches for applicable Cyber Assets. The tracking portion shall include the
identification of a source or sources that the Responsible Entity tracks for the release of cyber security patches for applicable Cyber Assets that are updateable and
for which a patching source exists.

CIP-007

R2 (2.2) At least once every 35 calendar days, evaluate security patches for applicability that have been released since the last evaluation from the source or sources
identified in Part 2.1.

CIP-007

R2 (2.3) For applicable patches identified in Part 2.2, within 35 calendar days of the evaluation completion, take one of the following actions:
• Apply the applicable patches; or
• Create a dated mitigation plan; or
• Revise an existing mitigation plan.
Mitigation plans shall include the Responsible Entity’s planned actions to mitigate the vulnerabilities addressed by each security patch and a timeframe to complete
these mitigations.

CIP-007

R2 (2.4) For each mitigation plan created or revised in Part 2.3, implement the plan within the timeframe specified in the plan, unless a revision to the plan or an extension
to the timeframe specified in Part 2.3 is approved by the CIP Senior Manager or delegate.
NovaTech Response for 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4:
NovaTech monitors multiple sources for any vulnerabilities in the packages that run on the OrionLX platform. NovaTech releases updates for the OrionLX (including
the O/S, the “OrionLX executive”, and third party packages) on an as needed basis; historically these have averaged three per year for the past five years. These
patches (bundled for convenience into “distros”) do not always contain updates that will affect security, nor must they mandatorily be installed. Currently the
updates are posted on the NovaTech Users Support website along with release notes. Notification of updates can also be emailed to users if they request this
service.

CIP-007
CIP-007

R3 (3.1) Deploy method(s) to deter, detect, or prevent malicious code.
R3 (3.2) Mitigate the threat of detected malicious code.
NovaTech Response for 3.1 and 3.2:
All software packages that run on the OrionLX must be digitally signed files. Unsigned files will not install or corrupt the system. Furthermore, only authorized users
(as determined by predefined "permissions" associated with individual users) are able to load packages. Any package that is not signed will not run and will be
logged in the OrionLX syslog. The capture below shows the log for a successful file load and an unsuccessful file load:

CIP-007

R3 (3.3) For those methods identified in Part 3.1 that use signatures or patterns, have a process for the update of the signatures or patterns. The process must address
testing and installing the signatures or patterns.
NovaTech Response:
NovaTech does not employ a technique that uses signatures or patterns to check for malware. Reason: Updating these signatures or patterns is required too often
to be practical for OrionLX devices in remote, unattended substations. In addition, the process of updating the signatures or patterns introduces risk factors,
particularly if done from a remote location.

CIP-007

R4 (4.1) Log events at the BES Cyber System level (per BES Cyber System capability) or at the Cyber Asset level (per Cyber Asset capability) for identification of, and after-thefact investigations of, Cyber Security Incidents that includes, as a minimum, each of the following types of events:
4.1.1. Detected successful login attempts; 4.1.2. Detected failed access attempts and failed login attempts; and 4.1.3. Detected malicious code.
NovaTech Response:
OrionLX Syslog:

OrionLX System Monitoring Points:

CIP-007

R4 (4.2) Generate alerts for security events that the Responsible Entity determines necessitates an alert, that includes, as a minimum, each of the following types of events
(per CyberAsset or BES Cyber System capability):
4.2.1. Detected malicious code from Part 4.1; and
4.2.2. Detected failure of Part 4.1 event logging.
NovaTech Response:
The OrionLX will only accept digitally signed files, and syslog will log an error if an attempt is made to load an unsigned file. Please see response at R3 (3.1 and 3.2)
above for more detail.
In addition, the OrionLX Configuration Manager Agent includes an option to calculate a checksum on the .zip file that contains all of the configurations in the
OrionLX and the settings in SEL relays. If any of the constituent configuration files or executable code has been modifued, this checksum will change. The checksum
can be forwarded to enterprise systems for comparison.
To detect failure of event logging, the OrionLX can create a login event using logic, and then monitor whether the event was logged.

CIP-007

R5 (5.1) Have a method(s) to enforce authentication of interactive user access, where technically feasible.
NovaTech Response:
The NovaTech Identity Manager (NIM) enforces all users to be centrally authenticated before they can interact with any OrionLX or SEL Cyber Assets. GE Cyber
Assets planned for addition in 2015. The OrionLX supports remote authentication via LDAP and Kerberos. If remote, centralized authentication will not be
implemented, the OrionLX can be configured with a password policy to force the use of strong passwords.

CIP-007
CIP-007
CIP-007

R5 (5.2) Identify and inventory all known enabled default or other generic account types, either by system, by groups of systems, by location, or by system type(s).
R5 (5.3) Identify individuals who have authorized access to shared accounts.
R5 (5.4) Change known default passwords, per Cyber Asset capability
NovaTech Response to 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4:
The OrionLX comes standard with two default user accounts. One of these accounts is the "root" account. The root account cannot be removed, but the password
can be changed. The root account is also only accessible to a user with a specific access permission ("wheel"), and can be configured for only local access. The
second default user account is the "novatech" account. The novatech account should be deleted once the customer creates a new user.

CIP-007

R5 (5.5) For password-only authentication for interactive user access, either technically or procedurally enforce the following password parameters:
5.5.1. Password length that is, at least, the lesser of eight characters or the maximum length supported by the Cyber Asset; and
5.5.2. Minimum password complexity that is the lesser of three or more different types of characters (e.g., uppercase alphabetic, lowercase alphabetic,
non- alphanumeric) or the maximum complexity supported by the Cyber Asset.numeric
NovaTech Response:
These requirements are supported by the NovaTech Identity Manager (NIM). If remote, centralized authentication will not be implemented, the OrionLX can be
configured with a password policy to force the use of strong passwords.

CIP-007

R5 (5.6) Where technically feasible, for password-only authentication for interactive user access, either technically or procedurally enforce password changes or an
obligation to change the password at least once every 15 calendar months.
NovaTech Response:
These requirements are supported by the NovaTech Identity Manager (NIM). If remote, centralized authentication will not be implemented, the changing of the
OrionLX password would be a procedural requirement for the Utility.

CIP-007

R5 (5.7) Where technically feasible, either:
•Limit the number of unsuccessful authentication attempts; or
•Generate alerts after a threshold of unsuccessful authentication attempts.
NovaTech Response:
Only required at High Impact BES Cyber Systems and Mediaum Impact at Control Centers, but these requirements are supported by both the NovaTech Identity
Manager (NIM) and the OrionLX. User Password Policy configuration parameters include how many attempts are permitted before the user is locked out, plus how
long the user should be locked out. If remote, centralized authentication will not be implemented, The OrionLX can locally enforce incorrect login attempt rules,
and generate a log entry for each unsuccessful attempt when the user is locked out. The OrionLX also has a lockout feature that temporarily locks out the user
account after each unsuccessful login attempt to help prevent a brute force attack.

CIP-008

R1 (1.1) One or more processes to identify, classify, and respond to Cyber Security Incidents.
NovaTech Response:
Logs are created by the NovaTech Identity Manager (NIM), the NovaTech Connectioin Manager (NCM) and by the OrionLX (syslog). These logs include timestamped entries detailing user login, connection attempst, users actions, and any system modification. These logs can be forwarded to an incident and event
management system such as the Tripwire(R) Log Center. In addition, the Security Monitoring Points generated by the OrionLX provided notification of login
attempts, type of login and user name. These points can be mapped to SCADA or processed in OrionLX alarm management systems.

CIP-009
CIP-009

R1 (1.3) One or more processes for the backup and storage of information required to recover BES Cyber System functionality.
R1 (1.5) One or more processes to preserve data, per Cyber Asset capability, for determining the cause of a Cyber Security Incident that triggers activation of the recovery
plan(s). Data preservation should not impede or restrict recovery.
NovaTech Response for 1.3 and 1.5:
The OrionLX Configuration Manager Agent retrieves and zips all configuration files from the OrionLX (points mapping configuration, math and logic, HMI screens,
firewall settings, etc) plus settings from SEL relays. This zipped file is transfered via secure SFTP to one or more secure storage locations of user choice. If the
OrionLX or SEL relay was compromised or destoyed, the files in storage could be loaded into replacement units to restore operation.

CIP-010

R1 (1.1) Develop a baseline configuration, individually or by group, which shall include the following items:
1.1.1. Operating system(s) (including version) or firmware where no independent operating system exists;
1.1.2. Any commercially available or open-source application software (including version) intentionally installed;
1.1.3. Any custom software installed;
1.1.4. Any logical network accessible ports; and
1.1.5. Any security patches applied.
NovaTech Response:

The .zip file described in the response for 1.3 and 1.5 above, or the standard OrionLX sysfiles.zip file, contain all of the data described above. These
files make up the baseline configuration for OrionLXs and SEL relays, and are transfered to an enterprise configuration management system for
archival, such as the PAS Cyber Integrity system or the Tripwire File Integrity Manager.

CIP-010

R1 (1.1) Below are captures showing some of the files that are retrieved, zipped and forwarded to an enterprise server for analysis:
(cont.)

CIP-010
CIP-010

R1 (1.2) Authorize and document changes that deviate from the existing baseline configuration.
R1 (1.3) For a change that deviates from the existing baseline configuration, update the baseline configuration as necessary within 30 calendar days of completing the
change.
R1 (1.4) For a change that deviates from the existing baseline configuration:
1.4.1. Prior to the change, determine required cyber security controls in CIP-005 and CIP-007 that could be impacted by the change;
1.4.2. Following the change, verify that required cyber security controls determined in 1.4.1 are not adversely affected; and
1.4.3. Document the results of the verification.

CIP-010

NovaTech Response:
The OrionLX in the substation retrieves configuration files from protected cyber assets, zips them and transfers them to an enterprise configuration management
system where the tasks in 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 above can be performed. The "Tripwire Enterprise" product can process the zip file forwarded from the OrionLX.

CIP-011
CIP-011

R1 (1.2) Procedure(s) for protecting and securely handling BES Cyber System Information, including storage, transit, and use.
R2 (2.1) Prior to the release for reuse of applicable Cyber Assets that contain BES Cyber System Information (except for reuse within other systems identified in the
“Applicable Systems” column), the Responsible Entity shall take action to prevent the unauthorized retrieval of BES Cyber System Information from the Cyber Asset
data storage media.

CIP-011

R2 (2.2) Prior to the disposal of applicable Cyber Assets that contain BES Cyber System Information, the Responsible Entity shall take action to prevent the unauthorized
retrieval of BES Cyber System Information from the Cyber Asset or destroy the data storage media.
NovaTech Response for 2.1 and 2.2:
The OrionLX can be manually reflashed to revert back to "default" (all of settings as the unit left the factory). This will erase all user-entered data.
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